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Divine Protection Reiki is a wonderful system designed to offer divine
protection and oneness with the universe. I designed it to be simple and yet
effective.
This system is so easy to use even a child can do it. To become attuned to this
powerful system can come about in two ways.
(1) You can attune yourself into the system by asking your higher self to attune
you.
(2) You can become attuned into the system by a Divine protection Reiki master.
This system uses only 1 symbol (the Om symbol) and it’s used to bring immediate
peace to the mind and body. I hope you enjoy this system and find many ways to
use its energies.
To connect to the energy say, "Divine protection Reiki" the energy will start to
flow.
Visualize white light entering your crown chakra this will strengthen your
connection.
To protect yourself from physical harm say, "ArchAngel Micheal". You will
immediately be protected by ArchAngel's Micheals protective energies.
To cleanse your aura and spirit body from negative thought forms say, "Cleanse
me by removing all negative thought forms". You will immediately be cleansed
within 3 minutes.
(It helps to visualize white light bathing you during this process)Afterwards you
should feel cleansed and refreshed.
To protect yourself from psychic attack say. "Divine protection surrounds me".
Visualize yourself covered in a white light. You should actually fill yourself
covered and surrounded by this bubble of light. You are completed protected from
all negative thought forms.
To protect an object from theft or harm say, "protect object". The object within 23 seconds will be protected.
To protect a person place your hands in the prayer position and visualize the
person between the palms of your hands. Now say, (person's name)you are
protected by ArchAngel Michael the person will be completed protected when
you no longer feel the energy flowing.
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To bring comfort to someone or yourself touch the person on shoulders or cover
their ears and connect to the energy by saying "Divine protection Reiki" IN your
mind vibrate and visualize the Holy word Om. The person will have immediate
peace and receive a powerful healing.
To feel oneness with the universe connect to the energy with hands in the prayer
position and vibrate the Holy word Om.
This manual is free to all to use but please don't copy in full or part anything in
this manual to publish without my permission.
Copyright 2006-2007 Sri Lilly
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